Separation of the strength and selectivity of the microbiological effect of synthetic dyes by spectral mapping technique.
The growth inhibitory effect of 30 synthetic dyes on 22 bacteria (test organisms) belonging to various taxonomic groups was determined. The strength (potency) and selectivity of the biological effect were separated by the spectral mapping technique, reducing the dimensionality of the selectivity maps to two by the nonlinear mapping technique. The relationship between biological effect and physicochemical parameters of dyes was elucidated by stepwise regression analysis. It has been established that the strength of the effect of anthracene and trityl derivatives was higher than that of azobenzene dyes and significantly depended on the hydrophobicity of the compound. The selectivity of the effect also depended on hydrophobicity and on the nonpolar unsaturated surface area of the dyes. Gram negative and Gram positive bacteria differed in the strength and selectivity of their response to dyes indicating the marked impact of the taxonomical position on the response. Contrary to other multivariate mathematical statistical methods biological activity may be divided by SPM into potency and selectivity values, therefore, application of the technique in future QSAR studies is highly recommended.